Indian Premier Leaders

Across
1 In a Rolls, a vehicle to
keep! (4)
3 Reggae stag party - it
all adds up (10)
10 Brownback
Mountains are
unaffected (7)
11 Fish causes Barmy
Army member to worry
(7)
12 Get rid of remains I
throw back inside (7)
13 IPL captain's loot
includes what? (6)
15 Killing starts with a
nickel-iron weapon (5)
16 Horny man excitedly
chasing one: how a
perfect partnership
should be! (2,7)
18 Dog finds colourful
badger home on the
borders of Ecuador (3,6)
21 Start to live with
spirit (5)
23 Doctor brings opera
singer back to IPL
captain (6)
25 Headgear ruined by
the rain (7)
27 River where king
spins coin surrounded
by ducks (7)
28 Quantities of water
seen when judge
(American) crosses
choppy Gulf (7)
29 Fixations of old
bloke, beginning with
weird noises on board
ship (10)
30 Second-class
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agreement counting
against 1D, 4 & 24 (4)
Down
1 Excited gran's holding
pairs of aces and kings gets another ace for IPL
captain (10)
2 Drip, almost putrid at
heart, rising for IPL
captain (7)
4 IPL captain is
essentially brisk,
overwhelmed by horrid
glitch (9)
5 Right to work on
points sometimes
cleared in IPL (5)

30

6 IPL captain in trouble
- grab him! (7)
7 Rent fuss blowing up
a storm (7)
8 Place to build - it's in
the southeast (4)
9 To stay comfortably
up with the rate cures
one problem (6)
14 Coiled python lives
by vacant exits and
entrances (10)
17 Laughing about
extreme rehab taking a
month for IPL captain
(9)
19 A slider delivered
poorly causes a train
crash (7)

20 English knight has
five markers - green,
traditionally (7)
21 Carries jewellery in
empty bowls (6)
22 IPL captain gaily
exchanged one for
mangled gun (7)
24 David Hopps starts
working with one IPL
captain (5)
26 Look after river
game (4)

